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l\ /f odernism in modern Greek prose and drama is closely 
l V .llinked with two termini technici: [Jopc:wµavia ("mania for 
the North") and nrc:voyc:pµavicrµ6r; ("Ibseno-germanism"). The 
two terms appeared in the vocabulary of Greek critics in the last 
decade of the nineteenth century, at a time when, in reaction to 
the aesthetic impasse of "ethography" (yt0oypaqncrµ6c;), literary 
circles in Athens were welcoming with open arms all the "-isms" 
of fin-de-siecle Europe (Puchner 1995). The web of issues 
surrounding these terms is a complex one, and relates to modem 
Greek civilisation's search for a new identity. The generation of 
1880 had just succeeded in locating such an identity in folk 
culture, folk literature and the demotic language with its 
thematic scope and stylistic pluralism, when it seemed to come 
under the threat of dilution through foreign trends - trends 
which introduced new kinds of problems and manners of 
behaviour which were seen as irrelevant to the modern Greek 
reality. Nevertheless, Greece consisted of more than the 
villages of the "ethographic" novella; in order to analyse and 
depict the social problems and the psychology of a bourgeois 
culture which was only just being formed in Greece, new literary 
and stylistic tools and means were needed, and these had to be 
borrowed from a Europe where the arts were in the process of 
being revolutionised. Added to this need was the all-powerful 
imperative to imitate European literary successes, a process 
which had been formed and reinforced throughout the nine-

* This article is a revised and enriched version of a lecture given at 
Cambridge on 6 November 1996. It is based on a Greek text ("Ot ~6p£t£i; 

AO'YO't£XVl£<; Kat 't0 V£0£AAT]VtK6 8empo. lcr'tOptK0 otaypaµµa Kat EpE'UVTj

'ttKOi 1tpo~AT]µmtcrµoi"), delivered at the Goulandri-Horn Foundation in 
Athens in May 1995, translated by Jocelyn Pye. 
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teenth century, when the few bourgeois authors would await the 
post from Paris to see what and how they would write.1 

At the end of the century it is no longer Paris, but the 
Scandinavian countries, Germany, and Russia which are 
fashionable. The ideological struggles around the conceptual 
axes "foreign" and "indigenous" reach the scale of open 
hostilities even within the camp of the demoticists, since 
Romiosini - the term is an expression of the new national 
identity as opposed to the archaising and romantic "EUaoa" and 
"dAytvtK6c;" (Mantouvalou 1983) - was in danger of being made 
foreign and of losing its uniqueness in the whirlwind of 
international "-isms" which, like unruly hordes of wolves, had 
suddenly and violently invaded Greece, leaping over the 
strongly-built and well-kept garden wall of "ethography" with 
its picturesque types and its "couleur locale", the everyday 
events of the farming community and the closed world-view of 
the village, which had until then functioned as the guarantee of 
"Greekness" in language, themes and mentality (Tziovas 1986; 
Jusdanis 1991). There were a number of writers and intellectuals 
at the end of the century, grouped around certain progressive 
periodicals like Tixv11 and L1 i6 vvcro£" (Gounelas 1981), who 
resisted the calls of the leaders of the extreme demoticist 
movement, Eftaliotis and Psicharis,2 as they sensed strongly 
that the content of a modern Greek identity could not be so 

1 For the role and function of success in "Europe" as a criterion for 

~ositive reception in Greece see Puchner 1992: 181-221. 
Cf. the article by Eftaliotis "A).,'f\8lYJl Km 'Jfc'lYClKT\ 1:txvri" in To 'Amv 

21.7.1899, where "l'Jf£voyc:pµavlcrµ6<;" is ridiculed: "Mc:plKOt µac; vfol ... 

ppt811Kav sa<J>vco cr,:a liacrta 1:11<; yc:pµavlK11<; 'tT\<; 1:txv11i; Kat crKtCXX'tT\Kav, 
sa<j>vicr1:11Kav Kat ii:11yav ... "; this is a dig at Kambysis's column 'Tc:pµavlKCX 
rpaµµma". But the main target is Tixvl): "Mc:ya1..o Kl acrurxrop111:0 Kpiµa, y' 

apxil;:11 tva 7tcptoolKO µc: 'tT\Y c8YlK1l 'tT\ y1..rocrcra, Kl av1:ic; va µa<; yc:v11 
1t£plp61..l pcoµaitKo, va Ka8c:1:m Km va 'pµrivc:Ucl stvc:c; Bapu1..covic:c;." The 
danger of the loss of national identity is also touched upon: "Liixcoc; ... wv 

c8VlKO 1:0 XPCOµancrµ6, oixcoc; 1:0 ,rpot;vµi JtO'\J µa<; 'tT\Y KCXµVcl 1:TjY 'tEXYT\ 
'J'COµi Kat µa<; 8peq>£l, ... crcocr,:6 KaUntxv11µa µ111:c: cr1:CX8TjK£ µ111:c: 8a cr1:a811 ... 
Le KCX8£ 1:0'\J P11µa 1tp£1t£l 'tO µlKp6 'tO e8voc; va 1..oyaplal;:11 Kat va 1tpocrtx11 
µ11v 1:cra1..a1ta1:Tj8)1 aii:6 1:0 µc:ya1..u1:c:po, a<j>ou µa1..tcr1:a ucr1:c:p' aii:6 'tO xpcoµa
ncrµ6 wu µnopci va xacr11 Km 1:0 eivar 1:ou Kl61..ac;" (Papandreou 1983: 
92ff). On Psicharis's polemic see Puchner 1994. 
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narrowly confined.3 It is symptomatic that the thematic 
guidelines of the periodical Emia, which laid the foundations 
for the "ethographic" novella (Papakostas 1982: 80; Politou
Marmarinou 1985), were closely tied to the language question. In 
1901 Dimitrios Chatzopoulos (Mrcoeµ), writing on Karkavitsas's 
Jia}.,ii~ Aydn.s~, argued: "You can be Greeks ('EUTJVc<;), you can 
have a Greek soul with or without the fustanella, you can be 
Greeks (Pcoµto{) without writing in the language of Mr 
Psicharis."4 And elsewhere: "Gone are the gunpowder and the 
talismans, the epitaphs, the slender maidens and the witches, 
the fustanellas and the pomponed shoes - it has all evaporated 
like superficial smoke" (cf. Tziovas 1986: 193££). And he adds in 
another article in a more polemical tone: "Autonomous Greek 
literature with its lowly inclination towards descriptions of 
master Dimitrios or the lovely slender Vasso! We can do without 
your autonomy for Greeks and for foreigners."5 And the ever 
dialectical and conciliatory Palamas, who gave us the 
masterpiece of the genre with his "0civmo<; rcaAATJKapt0u" 6 -

which of course in some respects already surpassed the limits of 
"ethography" - proclaims with sensitivity and perspicacity as 
early as 1895: "Ibseno-germanism should be praised highly 
indeed, if its life-bringing currents might possibly reach as far as 
the contemporary Greek soul." This is said in surprise at the 
exaggerated reactions against the so-called "~opnoµavi.a", and 
with a sense of the impasses of "ethography" which he can 
already perceive. 

I:11µepa o vm:oupaA-tcrµ6c;, Km auptov o cruµpoA-tcrµ6c;! AKouco yupco 
µou '!ft8upouc; XA-£'\lacrµou Km avricruxi.ac; Km 0A-t'!f£CO<;. Kt' eyro 
avaKpcii;;co: KaA-ro<; 11"-8m:e, KaA-ro<; va EA-8£1:£, vm:oupaA-tcrµoi., 
cruµpoA-tcrµoi, t'!fEVoyepµavtcrµoi., Km arc6 poppci Km µecrriµppi.ac;, 

3 The polemic was answered by N. Episkopopoulos (To 'Acnv, 22.8.1899), 
who shared Kostis Palamas's view: "At <j>tA-OA-oyim OA-at aKoA-ou0ouv wuc; 
v6µouc; 1:ric; µ1µ11crecoc;, 1:ric; el;EA-tl;ecoc; Kat 1:ric; avwUay11c;· 8avdt;;ov1:m 
aA-A-llA-ac;· otaoexov,:at Kat µ1µouv1:at ,:ac; rcporiyouµevac; ,:cov Kat ava
yevvrov,:m Kat arc6 TT\<; 1:e<j>pac; 1:cov." Cf. Papandreou 1983: %ff. 
4 0 L\i6vvao~ l (1901) 74. Cf. Apostolidou 1993: 379. 
5 0 L\i6vvao~ l (1901) 87. Cf. also the article "Hµdc; Kat µeptKoi l;evot", 
ibid., 83ff. 
6 For a bibliography and reviews see Puchner 1995: 238ff. 
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an6 avm:OAT\s Kat O'UCT£0)s, OAOt Ot £ls tcrµoi cr£tcrµoi, a1t6 'WUs 

onoious av avan vacrcrwvi:m Km cruv1:pipwv1:m i\ E<;a<j>avil:;wvwt w 
1taAma £0Ctq>1], vem vi\crot Km vem cr1:Ep£ai 'WU 7tV£Uµm:os 
avaouov1:m Km 8etAAOUcrtv? 

Today naturalism, and tomorrow symbolism! I hear around me 
whispers of derision and unease and sadness. And I call out: 
welcome, always be welcome, naturalisms, symbolisms, Ibseno
germanisms, from the north and the south, from the east and from 
the west, all the tremors in the -isms, and if they make the old 
lands shake and crumble and disappear, new islands and new 
mainlands of the spirit will surface and flourish. 

Palamas's weighty words form a strong contrast to the manifesto 
of "ethography" formulated by Karkavitsas in 1892 in the 
prologue to his Stories.8 

In Greek drama the term f3opewµavia clearly comes from the 
camp of local patriotism, and in 1894 it invaded the realm of the 
comic idyll (Hatzipantazis 1981) and the dramatic idyll with 
the renowned production of Ibsen's Ghosts. The performance was 
introduced by the very young Xenopoulos (Papandreou 1983: 21-
32), who published two works in the vein of Ibsen in 1895, 0 
rpiwc; and Pvxonaripac;, and initiated the "Theatre of Ideas", 
the term he coined in 1920 for serious Greek drama of that 
period.9 The linguistic purists reacted immediately (Athens was 

7 Palamas, "Es a<j>opµi\s µtas Ml;Ews" (1895), Anavw, vol. 2, p. 388. 
8 "O CTT]µ£ptv6s 'EAAT]V KaAAt1:£XYT\s, 0-£ 61totov KACtOO Km av avi\KT], 
~picrKE'tm 1tav1:a µecra cr£ 8Tjcraup6 a1:£A£l0)'!0 Kat 0£V XPEtett:;£1:m napa va 

crK'U\jfT] yw va y£µi0"1] '!OUs KOp<j>ous 'WU. Eivm A0t7tOV oiKato av1:i y' aopaxv11 

owµavna Kat µ1tptACtV'tta va 1tpocr£XT] 's 1:a \jfWPOXCtAtKa; Eivm otKmo a<j>ou 

Km tcrwpia Km 8pT]crK£ia Km T]pWtcrµoi anicr1:£1J1:0t, a<j>ou 1tpw1:61tAacr1:0t 

aK6µa napao6cr£ts K' £8iµwv no11,uµop<j>ot crwpoi Km 1:unot Km O\jf£ts 

0-KAT]pOKaµwwt K' £K<j>pacr£ts crx£o6v 7t£1:ptVOl Km q>Epcriµm:a XlAtetOEs Kat 
q>UCTl] a1t6 'WV ITapaoncro 1tapµ£VT], 611,a Kmet crwpous cr£ 1t£pt1:ptyupit:;ouv, 0-£ 

7tp0KUAO'UV, 7t£'!0'UV crx£o6v crav XlAt07tAOUµ£s 7t£1:aAO'UO£s oMyupa crou Kat 

q>W'!O~OAO'UV 's 'CO YOU Kat 's 'ta VEUpa crou Kat crou YAUKO'tpayouoouv nicrw 's 
,:' acrK07ta ypa\jfiµm:a 'WU 1tap£A86v1:0s Km µ' £K£iva va 1tpo~aAA01Jµ£ 's 

wus avayvwcr1:as; 'OXt, XtAt£s <j>opes 6xt!. .. " (A. Karkavitsas, L11r,rijµara 
(Athens 1892), xff; cf. Vitti 1980: 72ff). 
9 In an article on the dramatic CEuvre of Dimitris Tangopoulos, "To 8£a1:po 

1:wv to£wv Kt o K. 6. IT. TayK61tou11,o{, 0 Novµci<; 711-713, Nov. 1920. 
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still resounding with the double success of Vernardakis's cPavara 
in 1893), as did the demoticists: Eftaliotis responded to Ibsen's 
Ghosts with an "ethographic" BovpKdAaKm; lO and issued 
repeated warnings about the harmful influences and dangerous 
side-effects of the imported "-isms". Writing from Paris in 1900, 
Psicharis derided the "long-haired imbeciles" who regarded 
themselves as "Nietzsches, Ibsens and countless other things" 
and read Nietzsche in the streets of Athens, and fulminated 
against Yiannis Kambysis, who stoked up "Germanolatry" in the 
'Tcpµavuca f'paµµm:a", and against Yiorgos Drosinis, who had 
called Germany his "second fatherland" (Psicharis 1901: 4ff). In 
a letter about Palamas's Tpiat:vyev7J (1903) he praised Palamas 
for not using foreign "symbolisms", but indigenous ones; later, of 
course, he would claim that Palamas, too, wrote in the shadow 
of Ibsen. 11 

The defenders of "Greekness" focused their critique mainly 
on the enthusiastic, uncritical, and idiosyncratic reception of 
Nietzsche, whose philosophy had at that time been reduced to a 
misunderstood version of the "superman" (Veloudis 1983: 262ff 
and passim; Lamm 1970). Konstantinos Chatzopoulos wrote a 
satire entitled O vnt:pdv0pm1ror; in 1911, and in the same year 

10 It was published in serial form in Ecnia in 1894 and as a book in 1900 
together with the novella "Mat;,rox'tpa" ('Airavra, ed. G. Valetas (Athens 
1952), vol. 1, 592-627). 
11 In 1903 he wrote: "Ayarc11'te µou, Ei.vm wpaio opciµa 11 Tptcrepyi::v11, Km 
rcpW'tO't'\JTCO. 'Icrwi; yt' aqi'to ciKoucrE<; 'tocra Kat 0' aKOUO"'f1<; aK6µ11 TCOAAci. Ei.vm 
rcpW'tO't'\JTCO, yta'ti. OE XPWO"'t<l<; 'tl.TCO'tt<; KaVEVO<;. 'EXEl µecra crupoAtcrµ6 [sic], 

µa o crupo11,tcrµ6i; crou Ecreva µtj'tE ~Evi.Aa µupit;,Et µT]'tE t'JfEVtcrµoui;. Eivm 
pwµaitKoi;" ("O K. 'l'uxap11i; yta 't'f1V «TptcrEUYEV'f1»", 0 Novµa; 1 (1 Oct. 
1903) no. 65, 1 (cf. P68a mi µrj?,.,a vol. 4, Athens 1907, 245-8) The demand 

for indigenous symbolisms is formulated more explicitly in the manifesto 
"f'ta w Pwµai.tKo 0empo" (Psicharis 1901: 58-61). In 1927 Psicharis has 
changed his mind; in his pamphlet against Palamas he writes: 'Tlotoi; O"'t'f1V 
EAAaoa OEV £0"K'\J'JfE w 11,mµo 'tO'\J arc6 KCl't(l) arc6 'tO'\J' l'ITEV w t;,uy6; Tiotoi; OE 
O"KO'tEl.YtacrE 'tO ql(l)'tElVO 'tO pwµaitKO 'tOVOV µE 'ta O"UVVEqia 'tl1<; LKaVotvapiai;; 
0 Kaµrcucr11i; Kat o TayKOTCO'\JAO<; rcpoo'ta 0uµmci 't'f1<;. H TptcrepyEY'f1 'tO'\J 
TiaAaµa 6µopqio opciµa Kat yEvvai.o. 'E11,a 8a TCO'\J µai; 'ta xaAva OAa l1 µi.µ110"11 
't'f1<; 6.UO"'f1<;. Eyro rcponµro y' aqitjcro'\JµE 'tO 0eµa 'tO axapo Km 'tO axciptcr'tO. ME 

pyat;,Et £~(l) arco 't'f1Y Kpt'ttKTJ µou 't'f1V aµEp0A'f1'Jfta. M' EpE0t1;,Et KlOArn;" 
(Psicharis 1927: 20ff; cf. Tziovas 1986: 163ff). 
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Pavlas Nirvanas wrote an article summing up the damage done 
to Greek thought by the superficial reception of Nietzsche,12 
even though it was largely through his own analyses and 
presentations that admiration for Nietzsche was first trans
mitted to Greek intellectuals (Veloudis 1983: 262ff). In drama, it 
was Ibsen, Strindberg, Tolstoi, Hauptmann and Sudermann who 
were the greatest influences on young writers at the threshold of 
the new century, having become known through performances, 
translations, presentations of their work and reviews of their 
successes on the European stages. 13 As early as 1894, Babis 
Anninos parodied the "Germanisation" of Greece in his comedy H 
viKJJ wv Asmvic5a (Hesseling 1924: 145; Veloudis 198: 245), and in 
1903 Periklis Yiannopoulos vilified Sudermann's play Honour for 
eroding the morals and customs of the Greeks, 14 while as early as 
1899 a charming parody of this work was published under the 
title H nµrj wv Lovvrspµav, which was recently staged at the 
Ethniko Theatre (1993/4). In other articles, such as "3c:voµavia" 
and "'Ox1 3£va",15 Yiannopoulos prepared the way for the 
dogma of hellenocentrism propounded by Ion Dragoumis and 
others. In the latter article he takes Palamas to task for 
defending the staging of Hauptmann's Coachman Henschel in 
the Vasilikon Theatron against the criticisms of Dimitrios 
Vemardakis, who had complained that such a work could only 
provoke nausea.16 His own NiKJJ<p6por; <Pmnir;, meanwhile, had to 
wait until 1905 before it was performed in the same court theatre 
(Sideris 1990: 94). 

12 "O EUTjVtK6<; vncr£tcrµ6i;", in 'An-avra, ed. G. Valetas, vol. 3, (Athens 
1968), 317ff. 
13 The mass of information about "northern" literatures collected at the 
turn of the century in the short-lived periodicals H TexvlJ (1898-1899), 0 
L116vvcro£' (1901-1902) and To Ih:pw8ur6v µa£' (1900-1901) is astonishing: 
among German authors, the focus is on Nietzsche, Hauptmann, George, 
Hofmannsthal, but also Goethe, Schiller, Novalis, van Platen, Uhland, 
Heine etc.; and among Scandinavian authors Ibsen, Strindberg, Bjornson, 
Brandes, Hamsun, Jakobson etc. (Veloudis 1983: 251). Cf. Tomadakis 
1969/70 and 1970/71. 
14 "'Epya Kat TjµEpm. To Ka0ftKOV µai;", 0 Novµri£" 1 (4) (12.1.1903), 4. 
15 0 Novµri£", 16.1. and 30.1.1903. 
16 "<l>tAOAoytKa ava0eµma", 0 Novµri£", 19.1.1903. 
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The semantic content of the term f3opEwµavia is exception
ally disparate, polemical and emotionally charged, while that 
of ll/fEvoyEpµaviaµoc; is more clear-cut: f3opEwµav{a brings 
together in one term geographical, climatological, themato
logical, stylistic and psychological parameters which already 
indicate the confusion in the adaptation of foreign trends so 
characteristic of the "82mpo 'tcov Ioccov". The term was coined by 
Yiorgos Tsokopoulos in 1895 following the "invasion" of Greece 
by lbsen.17 "E~ a<jlopµiJc; µwe; AE~ccoc;" is the title of the article 
with which Palamas responded, where, as we have seen above, 
he uncompromisingly affirms the beneficial opening up of Greek 
literature to the "North". Palamas includes under this heading 
much older figures of English and German literature than we 
would perhaps expect: Shakespeare and Marlowe, Goethe and 
Schiller, and the Romantics Heine, Lenau, Shelley and others; 
alongside the contemporary authors Hauptmann and Sudermann, 
he places Russian literature with Tolstoi and Dostoevskii and 
Scandinavian literature with G. Brandes and H. Drach, Ibsen 
and Strindberg.18 After first declaring his inability to under
stand the term, since it should logically include the older 
English and German authors as well, Palamas goes on, with his 
unfailing instinct for historical and cultural interrelations, to 
give the above out-of-hand catalogue of "northern" authors, 
thereby broadening the concept of f3opcioµavfo, which had 
initially been nothing but the expression of an emotional reaction 
against the modern European movements, and giving it real 
substance (on Palamas as critic see Sachinis 1994). It is 
immediately clear that: 1) he does not restrict the term to the 
"modern" authors, but also includes the Romantics (as well as 
Shakespeare's and Marlowe's reception in German romanticism); 
and 2) the writers in question stand outside the Italian and 
French tradition of classicism and classicising drama that was so 
strong in Greece at the time. During certain phases of the Greek 
nineteenth century, Shakespeare had become the principal 
model for non-Aristotelian drama. Palamas broadens the concept 
of "northern literatures", dates it back to around 1800, and tries 
to give it some solid content. 

17 Ta O:tvµma, 9.12.1895. 
18 "Eqrr1µiopi8a" 14.12.1895, in 'Airavm, vol. 2, 374-8. 
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Of course, the Romantic poetic figures of Byron and Shelley 
are more closely linked to Greece because of their philhellenism 
(Puchner 1995a: 269££) and their reception was significant 
throughout the nineteenth century (Sideris 1990: 31££). The 
authors of Weimar classicism, Goethe and Schiller, enjoyed 
renewed interest between 1890 and 1920, although the farmer's 
Faust and several dramatic works of the latter had already been 
translated and performed during the second half of the nine
teenth century (Puchner 1992: 195££). Furthermore, in Palamas's 
time Heine was the most translated German poet in Greece. As 
far as Shakespeare is concerned, it must be noted that the 
beginnings of his reception, in the Heptanese as well as in 
Athens, are not unrelated to German romanticism's. enthusiasm 
for Shakespeare (Sideris 1964/ 65). Palamas insisted that 
Lessing in his Hamburgische Dramaturgie, and the German 
translations by Schlegel, Tied<: and others, reestablished the 
reputation of the English playwright after the damage and 
disfigurement caused by shallow and sentimental renderings of 
his works (Puchner 1995b: 708). Vernardakis declared him at one 
point to be the new aesthetic model for Greek drama (in the 
prologue of Mapia 11o~a1rarp1J, 1858). Even before the generation 
of the 1880s, then, "northernness" was already associated with 
an iconoclastic tendency which to some extent balanced out the 
archaeolatry and classicism of the time, even though the 
authors in question tended to employ ancient, classical themes. 
The case of Franz Grillparzer, who was made known in Greece by 
Thomas Oikonomou almost 100 years after his heyday in 
Vienna, is both unusual and enlightening. First it was his 
romantic tragedy of fate, The great-grandmother or The ghost in 
the castle, which attracted the belated interest of the Vasilikon 
Theatron, but immediately thereafter attention was turned to 
the plays with classical themes, Hero and Leander and Medea 
(Puchner 1992: 268££; 1995b: 86f and 764f). The success of 
Hofmannsthal's Electra followed a similar route (Mygdalis 
1988: 25). 

With the invasion of Ibsen in 1894, the vaguely iconoclastic 
element was enhanced by the "foreign". The translation of Zola's 
Nana in 1880 and the more general acquaintance of the Greek 
reading public with the "naturalist" school had already 
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prepared the ground for the reception of naturalism,19 and this 
led to Ibsen's being construed mainly as a naturalist and an 
iconoclast of the bourgeois world-view (Papandreou 1983: 16). 
The process of reception which followed can be characterised as 
confused, spasmodic and prone to misconstruction. There was 
already a confusion between French naturalism and realism with 
the "ethographic" story being pronounced "naturalist", despite 
the fact that it clearly possessed idyllic and beautifying traits 
(Puchner 1984: 317ff). "Zo).,aotKo<;" is a stylistic and thematic 
adjective which was greatly over-used, and for a wide variety of 
purposes, by the critics of the time. Both the naturalist and the 
symbolist tendencies, which flooded into Greek intellectual life 
almost simultaneously, were slotted into the "ethographic" 
framework of the Greek countryside, and into the thematics of 
Greek folk tradition (an extreme example is the Aegean 
fisherman who is fairy-tale hero and superman rolled into one, 
in Spiros Melas's I'vwc; wv icnaov of 1907). Alternatively, the 
themes and conflicts of bourgeois literature were reproduced in an 
imaginary "bourgeois" world of fin-de-siecle Athens, which did 
not exist in that form, at least not yet (see, for example, the 
bourgeois problematics in Xenopoulos's O rpiwc; and lf/vxona-rtpm; 
of 1895, which do not correspond to any wider, objective social 
reality, but are conventional patterns with roots in the dramas of 
Dumas fils and other French playwrights, which were widely 
performed in Athens; cf. Delveroudi 1994: 241f). The situation 
was confounded still further both by the pressure of the language 
struggles on the demoticists and by the desire to create a national 
corpus of dramatic works and to raise the profile of the Greek 
travelling theatres and revues. Finally, the confusion was 
heightened by the ideological instability surrounding these 
artistic tendencies, which was given various expression in the 
dramatology of the "Theatre of Ideas", ranging from nationalism 
to socialism, from an undigested Nietzscheism to the eschato
logical Hellenocentrism which grew up in the gap between the 
national humiliations of 1897 and 1922 (Gounelas 1984). 

This intellectual restlessness, the heterogeneous and 
spasmodic way in which theories were embraced and 

19 Cf. the manifesto of Ayisilaos Yiannopoulos in 1880, now reprinted in 
Mastrodimitris 1996: 271-97. 
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proclamations made, the spontaneous reactions, both positive 
and negative,20 to the chaotic invasion of all the "-isms" from 
Europe, are what make the exploration of this period so 
fascinating and exciting. It is the period we conventionally call 
the "Theatre of Ideas", without necessarily meaning committed 
theatre or plays with an obvious ideological baggage. The use of 
"northern" literature in Greek theatres was opposed by the 
linguistic purists, who preferred the patriotic tragedy of the 
drama competitions (Delveroudi 1988), but also by the Helleno
centric demoticists with their local patriotism, who saw it as a 
profanation of the vision of a modern Greece built on folk 
traditions and the language of the people. It was also opposed by 
the travelling theatre troupes, whose amateur actors preferred 
to stick with their well-tried repertoire of successes, including 
the picaresque, the comic idyll and the dramatic idyll. 21 

Finally, it was resisted by a large proportion of theatre-goers, 
who flocked to the revue and vaudeville theatres (Hatzi
pantazis and Maraka 1977) and to the Karagiozis shows, which 
had the most numerous audiences of all forms of theatre (Puchner 
1988: 409££). The "Theatre of Ideas" was a matter for a few 
intellectuals, and at first only for the Vasilikon Theatron and 
Christomanos's Nea Skini (Mavrikou-Anagnostou 1964), until 
the better roles and European success and fame began to attract 
the prestigious troupes of Kyveli and Kotopouli. Thus the 
reception of the modern European writers was usually restricted 
to the following four theatres: Vasilikon Theatron, Nea Skini, 
Kyveli and Kotopouli (for her repertoire see Anemoyiannis 1994: 
335-43). After his resignation from the court theatre Thomas 
Oikonomou staged plays by modern European dramatists with 
various private troupes. 

The terms "northern" literatures and {3op£wµav{ a are of 
course to some extent misleading, since the assimilation processes 
at the beginning of this century also included dramatists of the 
French and Italian traditions: the French-writing Belgian 

20 On different kinds of reception in Greek literature and theatre see 
Puchner 1988; Veloudis 1994: 283-6; Vitti 1995. 
21 The role of theatre directors, producers and actors in the development of 
the repertoire and the translations of dramatology was mainly a 
conservative one (Puchner 1992: 181££). 
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symbolists Verhaeren and Maeterlinck, and D'Annunzio. But as 
the term llflevoyt:pµaviaµ6~ suggests, in the initial phases at 
least, the "difficult", "gloomy" and "foreign" new trends were 
received as something "northern", non-Mediterranean, and 
identified with Scandinavia, Russia and Germany. The 
reception of the "far northeners" mainly took the following 
three forms: 1) performance and translation - it was very rare for 
a play to be translated without being performed (an example is 
Strindberg's H 8t:arcoivi~ T(mHw translated by Yiannis 
Kambysis in 1899), and slightly less rare for a play to be 
performed in the original ( cf. the tours of Agnes Sorma, Adelaide 
Ristori, Eleonora Duse etc.); 2) articles and reports about 
theatrical developments in Europe in the daily press and 
periodicals; and 3) as a consequence of the first two, the direct or 
mediated influences on indigenous dramatic production. This 
third phase is more difficult to document, but the most 
interesting. Only rarely was the reception based on the reading 
of a work in the original (this only happened with German 
literature); usually French translations were used. Yiannis 
Kambysis and Konstantinos Chatzopoulos are an exception to 
this rule: their articles for the Greek press during their extended 
stays in Germany were a substantial contribution to the reception 
of "northern literatures" by the modern Greek theatre. 
Interestingly, Ibsen and Strindberg, as well as Tolstoi, first 
became known in Greece via the productions of their works on the 
stages of Germany. 

The reception process which culminated in the last decade of 
the nineteenth and the first decade of the twentieth century was 
marked by a few significant performances in the Greek theatres: 
Ibsen's Ghost was staged in 1894, Tolstoi's The power of darkness 
in 1895, Sudermann's Honour in 1898, Bjornsen's Impoverishment 
and Hauptmann's Coachman Henschel in 1902. If we consider the 
small number of these works in proportion to the rest of the 
repertoire, even of progressive theatres like the Vasilikon and 
the Nea Skini, it becomes clear that the ideological opposition 
of the demoticists was based, initially at least, on only a 
handful of performances. Another phenomenon should also be 
taken into account; not all the dramatic output of these countries 
is automatically considered to have a "northern" feel; there are 
some works, for example Gogol's The Inspector (staged in 1893) or 
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Chekov's The Bear (staged in 1902 by the Nea Skini), and also 
the Viennese boulevard and operetta, which escaped the stigma 
of the "far North" entirely. The "northern" works seem to have 
had to fulfil certain stylistic criteria, and to belong to the 
modernist currents of naturalism, symbolism, neo-romanticism 
etc., in order to be labelled "foreign", "difficult", "gloomy" and 
"subversive". There were very specific conditions of reception, 
then, which defined the "northernness" of the [JopEwµavia. 

Let us now look more closely at the reception of individual 
dramatists who were seen to pose a threat to the "Greekness" of 
modern Greek theatre. We will limit ourselves to Ibsen, 
Strindberg, Tolstoi, Hauptmann und Sudermann. 

Ibsen's works were staged in Greece in the following years: 
Ghosts in 1894; Hedda Gabler in 1899 with Eleonora Duse; A 
doll's house or Nora in 1899 by the Panellinios Dramatikos 
Thiasos; The wild duck in 1901 by the Nea Skini; An enemy of 
the people by the Nea Skini, The pillars of society by the 
Vasilikon, Hedda Gabler by the Nea Skini and The lady of the 
sea by the Thiasos Oikonomou, all in 1902; Rosmersholm in 1910 
by the Thiasos Oikonomou; Little Eyolf in 1919 by the Thiasos 
Oikonomou; and in 1925 Architect Solnes by the Thiasos Oiko
nomou (this is not an exhaustive list). The greatest contribution 
to the reception of Ibsen in Greece was made by two men of the 
theatre who had close ties with Germany and with Vienna: 
Konstantinos Christomanos and Thomas Oikonomou (Puchner 
1992: 251ff). Theoretical discussion of Ibsen was usually triggered 
by a particular performance (Papandreou 1983), but is not entire
ly restricted to reviews: in the work of Kostis Palamas, Ibsen is 
one of the most frequently mentioned modern foreign authors 
(Puchner 1995b, passim). Ibsen's influence does not end after the 
interwar period, but continues after the Second World War; even 
today it cannot be said with certainty that his reception in 
Greece has ended.22 

This is even more true of Strindberg, whose plays are now 
enjoying an unexpected revival in the Greek theatre. He was 
introduced into Greece by Yiannis Kambysis, who translated 

22 Cf. the play XTTJ xwpa '/lfleV by Yakovos Kambanellis ( Bforpo, vol. 6, 91-
140), based on Ghosts, or the translation of George Bernard Shaw's, The 
Quintessence of Ibsenism (1891, 1913) published by Dodone in 1993. 
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Miss Julie together with its programmatic prologue which 
functioned as a manifesto of naturalism.23 In his own short 
prologue Kambysis develops his idea of a 0ea-rpo avvavamporjnjr; 
("the theatre as gathering"): 

0av 1:0 118c:t..a cm µta crcD .. a xoopii; CTK'flVE<; Km CTK'flVlK<i, xoopii; 
Tj8orrowui;, µ6vov c:Kd crc: µta yoovia TI]<; crci1cai;, evai;, 8uo, 6cra dvm 

-i:a rrp6croorra, Ka81crµevo1 crc: Ka8icrµma va µ11couv 1:0 81ci1coyo. To 

8empo 8a 1:0 118c:t..a cruvavacr1:po<j>11 rrou TI] 8i vc:1 o rro1 'fl'tTJ<; 11 01 

rrvc:µanKoi crunp6<j>o1 -i:ou 7tOlTJ'tTJ µc: rrpocrKaAc:crµevoui; rrou 
c:Kdvo1 8e1couv.24 

I would like it to be in a room without any stage or scenery, 
without actors, just one or two people, as many as the play needs, 
sitting over in a corner of the room on chairs and speaking the 
dialogue. I would like the theatre to be a gathering organised by 
the author or by the author's intellectual friends, who would 
invite the people they wanted to be there. 

What he proposes is not a dramatic performance at all, but a 
role-play in front of an invited audience. Kambysis and his 
enthusiastic 'Ti::pµav1Ka rpaµµma" ("German letters")° played a 
decisive part in the intensification of the phenomenon of 
{Jopt:wµavia (Fteris 1951; Grammatas 1984: 38££). It is character
istic that the "naturalist" Strindberg received far greater 
attention than the "expressionist" Strindberg. Miss Julie was not 
staged until 1908 by the group of Kyveli. A long prologue was 
read by Grigorios Xenopoulos, as he had done in 1894 for Ibsen's 
Ghosts, in which he stresses that 

TI -i:payoo8ia au'tT] 8c:v c:ivm 8ta va rrait;c:-i:m cl<; -i:a 8empci µai;. Eivm 

Kaµooµevri rni 'tTj8cc;, ooi; 7tpO't'\J7tOV 8ta 'tO 8empov 'tO'\J MEAAOV'tO<; 

1:0 orroiov oovc:1pc:u8T1 o L'tpiv-i:µrrc:pyK Kl c:rrpayµa-i:orroiTjcrcv c:v 

µepc:1 c:1i; 1:0 Tiapim o Avwuav. 

this tragedy is not meant to be played in our theatres. It is 
designed specifically as a model for the theatre of the Future that 

23 H Texvri 10/11 (Aug.-Sept. 1899), 243-50, 251-70 (the text). Cf. 
Grammatas 1990. 
24 HTexv7710/11 (Aug.-Sept. 1899), 24lff, 'A:iravra, ed. G. Valetas (Athens 
1972), 629ff; cf. Gounelas 1977: 168. 
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Strindberg dreamed of and that Antoine has, to some extent, put 
into practice in Paris. 

It does, however, have an attraction even when played in 
conventional theatres: 

AUa Km O"U'W) rcmt;oµeVT] - 6rcroc; UA.A.(J)c; 't£ £7CUtX0T] Km 7CC(V'CO"U 
Kma wv rca1cm6v -cp6rcov - rca1ct v ea crac; Kaµri -criv ~a0u-ca-criv 
eKeivriv ev-curcrocrtv rcou Kaµvouv -c' apwwupy17µma, 8w -ea orcoia 
'CC( O"KT]VlKU µecra t<J(J)c; VU 7C£pt't't£"UO'UV.zS 

But even played like this - for it has after all been played in the 
old style everywhere - it will still impress you as deeply as other 
masterpieces, for which props and scenery are perhaps 
superfluous. 

There has as yet been no comprehensive study of the 
reception of Strindberg's dramatic work. But the first work to be 
performed after Ghosts in 1894 and after the historic prologue by 
Xenopoulos with its famous formulation: "philologically we are 
a province of France", was Tolstoi's The power of darkness, 
which was played at the Menandros on 6 January 1895. The 
production used the translation by A. Konstantinidis26 and was 
"concerned, above all, with the 'novelistic aspects' of the play" 
(Sideris 1990: 165). But the hour of naturalism had not yet come, 
and the play received little attention. Christomanos's produc
tion of the same play on 24 January 1902, in the Nea Skini, made 
a much greater impression. The director used one of his naturalist 
devices, namely to have real dung on the stage.27 The perform
ance, which lasted until two in the morning (because of the 
changes of scenery) was received enthusiastically by Xenopoulos, 
Tangopoulos and others (Mavrikou-Anagnostou 1964: 126ff). It 
was one of the works which earned the unrestrained admiration 
of Palamas (Puchner 1995b: 84, 151, 451, 462, 751, 754). 

Of the German "northern" dramatists, the easier Sudermann 
("naturalist of the salon") overshadowed the more extreme 

25 "O Auyoucr-roc; L-cpiv-cµrcepyK Km ri L1ecmoivic; Tsov?,,w", flava0,jvaza 17 
(15-31 Dec. 1908), 140-6, pp. 144f. 
26 Konstantinidis is also the author of a comedy (Sideris 1990: 112) and 
another translation listed in Ladoyianni-Tzoufi 1982, nos. 186 and 330. 
27 Sideris 1990: 247. On the stylistic question see Puchner 1988: 396ff. 
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Hauptmann. The latter was first presented to the Greek public 
by Kambysis in the columns of Ttxvry: in his column 'TepµavtKa 
f'pciµµm:a" he commented on the production of Coachman 
Henschel in Germany ('Arcavm, 520ft), and in 1899 he published 
an extensive study of Hauptmann's entire dramatic work (ibid., 
445-51). In llava0rjvaw he reviewed theatrical productions in 
Berlin: Coachman Henschel in 1901, Poor Erich in 1902/3, Rose 
Bernd in 1903, and so on (Veloudis 1983: 357 and 638). It was 
Thomas Oikonomou who introduced Hauptmann to the Greek 
stage, with the production of the naturalist play Coachman 
Henschel in the Vasilikon Theatron in 1902 and the symbolist 
play The sunken bell in the same theatre in 1906. The former en
joyed further productions on the Greek stage.28 The unpublished 
translations of the plays are by Konstantinos Chatzopoulos. As 
we have already seen, Palamas defended Coachman Henschel 
against the attacks by Vernardakis. The young Spiros Melas in 
his 1909 play Xalaaµevo arcin reproduced the milieu of the 
coachmen and the morbid atmosphere which is so characteristic 
of naturalist depictions of bourgeois society (Kambanis 1934: 349; 
Kordatos 1962: II 521). Hauptmann's revolutionary play The 
weavers, which Kambysis presented in the pages of Tixvry in 
1899, was not staged until 1911 (Veloudis 1983: 366). 

There was greater interest in the less difficult Sudermann, 
whose commercial success almost makes him ineligible for the 
label of a "northern" dramatist. His Homeland was translated 
as Mayoa by M. Athinaios and published in 1899 (Veloudis 1983: 
355). In the same year, Honour was staged in a translation by 
Babis Anninos, Sodom, in the theatre Tsocha, and Homeland, 
translated as H rcmpu.:rj cniyry by S. Markellou, was played in the 
same theatre. Honour and Homeland (Mciyoa) were also played 
on tour in 1901. The performance of Happiness in the corner (Das 
Gluck im Winkel), translated by K. Chatzopoulos as KJ,.,eµµivry 
evrnxia, in the Vasilikon Theatron in 1903, was crowned with 
the success that could be expected of an easily digestible social 
problematic (Sideris 1990: 172ff, 253; Veloudis 1983: 351ff). In 
Constantinople, Honour was staged in 1898 and again in 1904, 

28 For example in Constantinople 1909. Cf. And 1977: 56. 
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1905 and 1907,29 and Mriy8a was staged there in 1904 (Veloudis 
1983: 353). Kambysis presents Honour in his column 'TcpµavtKa 
rpciµµaw" for the first time in 1898/99, and a year after its 
production in Athens the parody H nµJj rov Lovv-rt:pµav 
("Sudermann's Honour") was published. This is enough evidence 
that Sudermann was the most popular German naturalist 
dramatist in Greece. This was not reflected, however, in the 
measure of his influence on the "angry youth" of 1900, on 
Kambysis, Horn, Melas etc. It seems that the criteria of 
reception were not dependent on actual performances of works. 
Hauptmann's Hannele's ascension, for example, was never staged 
but nevertheless clearly influenced Kambysis in his writing of To 
8ax-rv}d8i -rr1i; µrivai;, while specific influences of Sudermann were 
less common. This is connected with the fact that his most 
successful works are very similar to the well-written, socially 
critical dramas of a writer like Dumas fils which were very 
fashionable in the last decades of the nineteenth century, and 
that he did not therefore contribute anything substantially new 
to fin-de-siecle Athenian theatre. 

To trace the paths of influence of these authors is not a 
straightforward task; it requires in-depth dramatological study 
and can only be touched upon briefly here. The findings of the 
research undertaken by Papandreou and Veloudis need to be 
examined carefully, for while it is true that the general 
intellectual atmosphere meant that the modern European 
dramatists of "the North" were a presence throughout the 
modern Greek "Theatre of Ideas", they were not necessarily 
assimilated in the same way or to the same degree by every 
author. The best example of very indirect and unspecific 
influence is Palamas's Tpwt:vyt:vJJ: although Palamas clearly 
demonstrates an awareness of the Nietzschean doctrine of 
strength, the strong women of Ibsen's plays, the feminist 
movement and D'Annunzio's "poetics", none of these factors 
offers sufficient explanation of the enigmatic nymph-woman of 
his poem. The strong filter of his poetic personality and the 
synthetic processes of his creativity did not allow him to make 
direct borrowings, and this makes it difficult for us to identify 

29 And 1977: 51. The play was staged six times between 1898 and 1899 by 
three different ensembles. Cf. Stamatopoulou-Vasilakou 1990: 857. 
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demonstrable influences. While foreign influences are present in 
Palamas, his unsociable only daughter belongs first and foremost 
to the web of female figures in his own poetic work.30 

The most prominent figures in the play-writing of this 
period are, of course, Ibsen and Hauptmann. But we cannot assume 
that their prominence means they had the greatest actual effect 
on Greek drama, since the latter has not yet been studied 
systematically and in its entirety from the point of view of 
"influences". The task is somewhat facilitated by the fact that 
the influences seem to be mainly on the thematical level, at 
least as far as research has shown up to now. The themes in 
question are conventional marriage and the ideology of the 
bourgeois family, with key terms like honour, property, social 
obligation, name, reputation, etc.; the escape from the 
suffocating grip of a tired bourgeois world-view through 
feminism, free love, creative work, and social equality; the 
rejection of moral hypocrisy; the overcoming of capitalist 
ideology which is seen to regulate behaviour, values and 
individual "philosophies", and so on. 

The revolution of the arts is followed in Europe by the 
collapse of the bourgeois regimes after the First World War. The 
peculiarity of the corresponding developments in Greece comes 
from the fact that, just when the numerically slender bourgeois 
class of the cities had succeeded in imposing its authority and 
creating a literature of its own, it was required by its Western 
models to question its fundamental values; to concern itself with 
and to reproduce problems which were still foreign to it, such as 
the contradictions between the theory of liberal individualism 
and its distorted realisation in practice, or the transformation of 
progressive bourgeois values into a fa<;ade for social and familial 
oppression. The Greek authors therefore saw themselves obliged 
to resort to a whole range of compromises and fusions with the 
indigenous thematic traditions and social realities. These 
relations point to the existence of a certain distance between the 
preoccupations of the intellectual playwrights and the social 
reality, revealing a degree of thematic conventionalism in the 
"Theatre of Ideas". It applied itself to the critique of an 
advanced bourgeois society which did not yet exist in that form 

30 Puchner 1995b. For a Nietzschean interpretation see Grammatas 1987. 
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in Greece. Perhaps this is why the realistic style is combined 
and enriched with various additional symbolisms or with 
psychological melodrama. The properly naturalist themes of 
extreme rural and urban poverty are rare; the "ethographic" 
approach is still predominant in this area. 

The social criticism of people like Dumas fils was directed 
against a cosmopolitan culture which in the Athens of 1900 had 
not yet reached the same stage of development and decay. The 
closed, backward, petit-bourgeois world of Norway was closer to 
the Greek reality. Yet the reception of Ibsen in Greece occurred 
after French naturalism had already been assimilated, and did 
not leave immediately perceptible traces beyond the simple 
adoption of themes. Thus Xenopoulos's Pvxorcaripw; of 1895 can 
be seen as much more Zolaesque than Ibsenesque, and the 
"Ibsenesque triangle" in O rpiw<; cannot conceal the fact that the 
whole dramatic structure of the play is based on the French 
boulevard theatre. Of course, the play's central theme of con
ventional marriage indicates a connection with the Norwegian 
playwright. But we find nothing of the psychological quality of 
Ibsen's cryptic dialogues; such ambivalence will not be achieved 
in Greek drama until the young Kazantzakis's ST7µepwvEl of 1906. 
But contemporary criticism tended to apply the label i lflevo
yt:pµavi0'µ6<; everywhere, as a way of questioning the originality 
of new plays.31 It is interesting that Greek writers, deprived of a 
social reality against which to apply the kind of critique they 
found in foreign literature, were sometimes bolder than their 
models in their dramatic solutions: we can see this in the young 
Xenopoulos, in Avyeris, Melas, and Kazantzakis. Papandreou 
connects Kmµm8ia wv 0avcfrov, which thematises the conventions 

31 O rpiwc; was played by N. Lekatsas in the Dimotikon Theatron Athinon 
on 3 December 1895, for one evening only and without remarkable 
reactions. Only G.B. Tsokopoulos bemoans "µi:: 1sunri" the traces of 
'\\Jfevtcrµ6s", specifically Ghosts (Ta Okvµma, 5 and 9 Dec. 1895, 39ff). The 
play was staged by Christomanos's Nea Skini in 1903. 0 Novµac; (1, no. 55, 
10 Aug. 1903, p. 3) states: "Ouoi::µia 1tpon:o'tu1tia, OU'te CT'tf\V 1tAOKTJ, OU'te 

cr'tT\V un60i::crri, ou'te cr'tous xapaK'tTJPas, ou'te cr'tas tlieas" (Papandreou 
1983: 105). This sort of limited critical ability made Palamas furious 
(Puchner 1995b: passim). 
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of mourning, with lbsen's Ghosts (Papandreou 1983: 106).32 But 
there are not many concrete elements of similarity beyond that of 
theme. It is the sparse and austere dramatic economy of Mvaruc6 
rr]I:; Kovnfom:; BaJi,epaivar; that relates it more generally to lbsen's 
drama (ibid., 106££). Palamas also noted this.33 Critics have 
discerned modified Ibsenesque influences in <PuYr:fl vrj Lcivrp71 
(1908), LreJJi,a BwJcivr71 (1909) and '¥vxoaci/3/3aw (performed in 
1911). After 1910, the inheritance of the French boulevard 
theatre displaced the "pull of the North" in Xenopoulos's 
drama, and he submitted to popular taste and to the attraction of 
box-office success. 

Nevertheless, the case of Xenopoulos is indicative of the 
general phenomenon: the impression of dependence on the 
Norwegian playwright is widespread, but apart from a few 
thematic similarities, it is quite difficult to demonstrate any 
concrete borrowings. Completeness of dramatic form was familiar 
to Xenopoulos from the French tradition of committed drama; 
lbsen's dramatic motifs are equally present in French socially 
critical drama and in naturalist prose. There was also the 
tendency of critics (whose unfounded pronouncements have 
unfortunately been repeated throughout the twentieth century) 
to put labels on indigenous playwrights and to represent all of 
their plays as imitations of one kind of foreign model or another; 
this kind of diagnosis also had the effect of crediting the critic 
with being in the know. The genuinely characteristic elements in 
Ibsen, the severe form of analytic drama, are rarely found in 
Xenopoulos, who usually merely reproduced the formulaic 
structures of light-hearted French drama; the psychological 
quality of Ibsen's dialogues, with their cryptic expression, the 
ambiguity of what is said and the unexpected developments and 
revelations, were beyond Xenopoulos's scope. 

32 The lost play has recently been discovered among the manuscripts of the 
Lassanios drama competition in the National Libary in Athens with the 
title O MaiwpiTJJr; Mavaw?.or;. The first part is published by Evangelia 
Petrakou, "'Eva (crxe66v) ~exacrµevo 0emptK6 epyo wu 3ev6rrouA-ou", 
llapa{Jaau; l (1995) 193-226; the second and third parts will be published 
in the following issue. 
33 'Tp11y6ptoi; 3ev6rrouA.oi;", llava0,jvaw 13 (15.1.1907), 210; 'An-avw vol. 
6, p. 467. 
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Ibsen belongs to the general intellectual atmosphere just as 
Hauptmann does. In the case of Kambysis one should also add 
Strindberg and D'Annunzio. Kambysis's close friend Dimitris 
Tangopoulos talks of the "tyrannical influence of Ibsen which is 
dimly visible in his early works". 34 But all we find is the 
naturalist element of clinical observation, heredity, the theme 
of science, and unhappy marriages. Only in <Papaa T1J<; t;wrk does 
one encounter direct reference to Ibsen, while in Mi;; 'A vva 
Kov~J..,t:ii (1897) there is an accumulation of extensive stage 
directions and in Kovp8oi (1897) there are clear formulations of 
socialist ideas. There are specific references to Nora in 
At:1can:17voi (1900), and perhaps also to Rosmersholm. Kambysis 
greatly admired Hedda Gabler, and used its "child" motif (the 
manuscript) in his poem To n:ipaaµa T1J<; Map0a;; (1897) 
(Papandreou 1983: 112, 167f), also used by Kazantzakis in <Paaya. 
The strong women of Ibsen's plays are encountered everywhere in 
Kambysis. 

The influence of Hauptmann on Kambysis's writing has been 
asserted for the plays <Papaa T1J<; t;wrj;;, Mi<; 'A vva Kov~At:v, 
Kovp8oi and To 8axrvAi8i T1]<; µava;;, by Konstantinos 
Chatzopoulos, Dieterich, Sideris and Valsa.35 The problem only 
becomes apparent, however, when Chatzopoulos cites The 
sunken bell and Sideris Hannele's ascension, as sources for To 
8axrv1i8i T1J<; µava;;. Yiorgos Veloudis recently added Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal's The death of Titian to that list, a play about 
which Kambysis wrote long before its premiere in 1901 (Veloudis 
1983: 358f). Everything depends on the criteria by which the 
assimilation process is analysed, the definition of what kind of 
borrowing it is (whether subconscious, unconscious, conscious, the 
use of a work in a reference, a motto, etc.). It is also clear that 
compared to previous periods, e.g. Cretan theatre, this is a time 
of multiple influences, and also of conscious, oblique references for 

34 O Novµri<; 20/2 (771) (1923), 85 and 88. 
35 Petros Vasilikos (K. Chatzopoulos), 'TtcivTJi; A. Kaµ1tuO'T]i;", 0 Llz6vvcro<; 2 
(1902) 65-73; K. Dieterich, Geschichte der byzantinischen und neugriech
ischen Litteratur (Leipzig 1902), pp. 208ff; M. Valsa, Le theatre grec 
moderne de 1453 a 1900 (Berlin 1960), p. 357 (and the Greek translation 
by Chara Bakonikola-Yeorgopoulou: M. Bci1.cra, To veoell1)VZKO 0earpo 
arc6 w 1453 ew<; w 1900 (Athens 1994), pp. 463ff). 
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the benefit of the knowledgeable readers of Athenian literary 
circles. This situation requires its own methodological tools of 
analysis and synthesis. The fairy-tale drama about the death of 
the poet Krystallis is connected with Hannele's ascension and 
The death of Titian through the visions of dying, and with The 
sunken bell through the motif of climbing the bewitched 
mountain. 

The complexity of the problems surrounding the question of 
"influences" is immediately apparent when one looks at the case 
of the young Kazantzakis: the thematisation of the artist and 
his work (as in The sunken bell), the artist who leaves his wife 
(with the ubiquitous name "Magda") and child to ascend the 
heights of creation as a demigod while his work sinks in the 
lake; all this is present in the work <I>acryd written by 
Kazantzakis in 1907 while he was a law student in Athens. But 
this symbolist, expressionist, autobiographical play with the 
Biblical title also includes other works in its imagery and 
themes: it shares the themes of Palamas's ,1m5t:Kciloyo<; wv 
yv<jn:ov (1907); it echoes the motifs of Nietzsche; it has a similar 
dramatic structure of "stations" as Strindberg's To Damascus; 
Eleni resembles Hedda Gabler (there is even the motif of a 
"child" - the manuscript of the drama "Iouhavo <;"; cf. 
Papandreou 1983: 125ff); the vision of educational reform draws 
a parallel with An enemy of the people, while a more specific 
reference to that work is the scene where stones are thrown at 
the window of Stockmann; there is the motif of the Loreley from 
Heine; the scene where the hero sees his theatre burning on the 
evening of the premiere of his new play is a reference to 
Wagner's Bayreuth and also draws its symbolism from the 
parallel scene in Ibsen's Ghosts, where the asylum is burning; and 
finally, the end of the play with the dance of fairies 
representing pangs of conscience again recalls Strindberg 
(Puchner 1993: 98-124). 

Only a detailed analysis of each work can recreate the 
mosaic of borrowed themes and images, which is assembled and 
functions differently in each author. The young Kazantzakis 
reworked the experiences, images, emotions, ideas and motifs 
which he had assimilated both from books and from the 
performances he saw during his time in Athens. His play 
E17µt:pmvei of 1906 has many links with the works of Ibsen 
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(possibly also with Hofmannsthal; Puchner 1993: 69-80): the 
doctor who is an idealogue and a visionary (such doctor figures 
are also encountered in Chekov, Schnitzler and Shaw), the 
theme of conventional marriage and the fear of social scandal 
(as in Nora and Hedda Gablert the symbolism of the final scene 
with the death of the heroine and the sunrise, which is a 
replica of the final scene of Ghosts. Above alt the ambiguousness 
of the dialogue and the secretive depth to what is being said 
bears the mark of the Scandinavian playwright. However, in its 
themes and the issues it addresses, as well as in the symmetry of 
the love triangle, the play is based on Xenopoulos's O rpiw,;, 
even though the young Cretan chooses a different outcome, is 
much more intelligent in his handling of the psychological 
aspects, and less theoretical as far as the ideological debates are 
concerned (it is only the doctor who holds forth on his ideas) 
(Puchner 1994a). 

We should add that Kazantzakis's language, with its 
hidden and explicit eroticism, was pronounced by the critics 
evaluating the entries to the drama competitions of the time to 
be imitative of D'Annunzio ("8avvouv1:aisEt" is the verb used to 
stereotype such language). This was especially true of evaia. But 
this play, based on the Bridge of Arta story (it was written in 
1908 and later called O llprmoµciawpa,;), 36 also achieves an 
original synthesis of Nietzschean inspiration with the 
desperado hero, who is, typically, a gypsy (cf. L1w0£1(aAoyo,; rov 
yv<jnov). At the same time it borrows some motifs, and even some 
of the wording, from Palamas's Tpwt:vyt:vl] (1903t such as the 
singer and the scene of Smaragda's public revelation of her love 
affair (Puclmer 1994a). The board of judges declared this to be a 
"symbolic play of the Maeterlinck school" (Katsimbalis 1958: 
1566). It would be more accurate, however, to ascribe influences of 
the Belgian symbolist to Kazantzakis's one-act play Kwµwoia: 
Tpaywoia µov6rcpan7J of 1908, which reproduces many of the 
motifs of The blind and The intruder (Puchner 1993: 145££), 
although critics have so far pointed only to similarities with 

36 The same ballad motif was dramatized by Ilias Voutieridis, To I'wtjn5pi 
rl],; 'Apm,; (1905) and by Pantelis Horn, To Avsxriµ71w (1906). For a 
comparison see Puchner 1992: 318ff. 
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the much later plays Huis clos by Sartre and Waiting for Godot 
by Beckett.37 

Another example of how carefully one must tread on the 
slippery ground of "influence" is the case of the young Melas. 
Even though he himself denied any Nietzschean influence on his 
1907 play I'vwf rov ioxwv (as well as any influence of 
D'Annunzio on his language; cf. Melas 1960: 32££), and the 
characterisation of the work by some critics as a dramatisation 
of the superman-fisherman of the Aegean is a reductive 
misinterpretation (e.g. Liyizos 1980: 176££; Thrylos 1966), there 
are nevertheless some didactic passages which clearly reproduce 
the cliches of the Greek version of Nietzsche's "superman". The 
fact that Melas did not read German is no obstacle to such an 
influence: he knew French, and in any case these themes were by 
1907 common property among Greek intellectuals (Veloudis 1983: 
362). But all this does not mean very much, because the 
"superman" motif is only one of many echoes and references 
which can be found in the play: there is the Greek folk wisdom 
of the life-giving force of the wind, Wagner's Flying Dutchman 
(especially the last scene), Ibsen's The lady of the sea with 
which there is even a similarity of names (Wangel-Vangos); 
certain motifs like the violin with which Vangos expresses his 
pain recall Palamas's TpwevyevT] and L1m8eKa;\,oyo£" rov yv<j)rov, 
and the spiteful neighbour is called kyra-Kali, which is a 
reference to the traditional lament of the Panayia (as a bad 
neighbour also in TpiaevyevT]; cf. Puchner 1995b: 225f; Bouvier 
1976). In K6KKlvo rcovKaµwo (1908), Ibsenesque psychological 
states are interwoven with Nietzschean atheism and with the 
traditional personification of Fate and Fortune; added to this is 
a Shakespearean "fool" in the dockers' taverna, and a Charos 
figure, the captain of a fishing boat. In Xa;\,aaµivo arcin (1909), 
Papandreou has seen the influence of Ibsen on the play's form 
(Papandreou 1983: 127), and Veloudis has pointed out the 
similarities with Hauptmann's Coachman Henschel and Before 
sunset (Veloudis 1983: 362), to which we must also add 

37 First remarked upon by Pantelis Prevelakis, Kat;avrt;aKJJf. 0 7Wl1Jr7Jf Kat 
w 1roi7Jµa 'flJf 08vaaswf (Athens 1958), p. 286, and then by Karl Kerenyi, 
Streifziige eines Hellenisten (Zurich 1960) (the passages about Kazan
tzakis also in Greek in Nia Baria, Christmas 1959, 33-59). 
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Friedensfest. Liyizos also sees Hauptmann's influence in To 
amrpo mi w µavpo (1913) and Mia vvxw µia (mri (1924) (Liyizos 
1980: 125, 150), without however specifying where exactly he 
locates the influence. Such late echoes of Hauptmann have also 
been claimed for Kazantzakis's Oovm:,iac; of 1922, which is 
perhaps related to the farmer's Odysseus's bow (1914) 
(Papachatzaki-Katsaraki 1985: 56), and for Pantelis Horn's 
<Pivravcin of 1921, which has parallels with some elements of 
Rose Bernd (1903) (Liyizos 1980: 128ff; Veloudis 1983: 363f and 
640). But these issues need to be clarified in much greater detail. 

Tangopoulos's works have also been said to contain specific 
references to Ibsen: in Zmvwvoi Km n:t:0aµivoi (1905) there is the 
heroine's abandonment of her home (as in Nora), and the child 
motif (from Hedda Gabler); the beginning of Alva{&c; (1907) 
vaguely resembles the beginning of the second act of The wild 
duck; the presence of the deceased in Kmvovpyw an:irc (1908) 
recalls Rosmersholm, and so on (Papandreou 1983: 114ff). But the 
similarities are mainly ideological ones; Tangopoulos's theor
etical positions are developed on stage in lengthy discussions by 
the characters of his plays; this is a basic element of Ibsen's 
social dramas. Palamas, who distinguishes two tendencies in the 
"Theatre of Ideas", an ideological and a symbolist one, locates 
Tangopoulos in the former,38 on the grounds that his characters 
are vehicles for ideals, stiff and one-dimensional, "mo rcoAu 
cmap'tU:X't£<; rcapa A0rivaiot, mo TCOAU aA<j>tEplKOt rcapa l\jf£VllCOt" 
(more like Spartans than like Athenians, more Alfieresque than 
Ibsenesque) (Papandreou 1983: 118). Markos Avyeris uses a few 
lines of Ibsen as the motto to his Mn:poara move; av0po5n:ovc; (1904), 
but this rural drama of honour is much closer to the atmosphere 
of Tolstoi's The power of darkness, although there are some 
differences (Papandreou 1983: 120ff). Nirvanas's early play 0 
apxirinmv Map0ac; (1907) refers by its very title to Architect 
Solnes, and the protagonist's wife has some of the traits of 

38 "LK£\j/Et<; a0echptcrwu", epilogue to the second volume of eearpo by 
Pavlos Nirvanas (Athens 1922). 
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Ibsen's Nora, even though the ideological message is no longer 
Ibsenesque. 39 

These are the results of the research that has been carried 
out in this area so far, and they of course require further 
verification. This research should be extended to include a 
greater range of dramatic works (Delveroudi 1982) and to cover 
other aspects of the subject beyond the direct thematic and 
ideological links. It remains to be explored how these influences 
relate to the two major developments of modern Greek theatre 
after 1905: on the one hand, how aestheticism was taken over by 
the socially critical function of drama (taking its cue from the 
same authors, Ibsen, Strindberg, Hauptmann etc., who move on to 
a symbolist and expressionist phase), and on the other hand, 
how the organised socialist movement and the development of 
the labour question led to a much greater ideological charging of 
the plays than had been the case in the last two decades of the 
nineteenth century (Grammatas 1987: 116-29, 130-43). 

The particular functioning of the term f3opnoµavia was, 
however, specific to the "Theatre of Ideas". The Viennese boule
vard and operetta of the interwar period no longer functioned in 
this way, and with Pirandello, who was brought to Athens in 
1925 by Melas's short-lived Theatro Technis, with Paul Claudel 
and Garcia Lorca, Greece was visited by eminently Mediter
ranean authors. They were succeeded by the psychological and 
poetic realism of American authors like Eugene O'Neill, which 
became part of a new context where the distinction between 
"north" and "south" no longer held much meaning. The next 
northern dramatist who was to have a catalytic effect in Greece, 
Bertold Brecht,40 no longer had the characteristics of a 
"national" author or of a specific geographical location; his 
political theory, adapted for the stage, is based on conditions in 
all the corners of the world. The "dark forests" of his birthplace 
no longer give off the mists of Hauptmann's Silesian landscapes 

39 The observation was made by Konstantinos Chatzopoulos: see Petros 
Vasilikos, "f\a eva KOtV6 Kat yta £Va 3paµa", 0 Novµri<; 6 (278) (13.1.1907), 
7 (also in Papandreou 1983:123). 
4° First mentioned in the lcn:opia rrJ<; yEpµavuofr; ,loyorcxvia<; by Thomas 
Walter (Athens 1931), p. 256. Cf. L. Mygdalis, EUl]vmj /31/3,lwypmpia 
Mm±pwkr M,rpcxr (Thessaloniki 1977), p. 44. 
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or Ibsen's fjords. With the generation of the thirties, Greek 
cultural identity discovered indigenous foundations (Makri
yannis, Theofilos, Karagiozis, rebetika), and the political 
polarisation drew exclusively on the ideological aspects of 
Brecht; his aesthetic theories had little practical consequence 
for the drama of the post-war period. The new internationalism 
in literary exchange (with the performance of theatrical works 
from South America, Africa, etc.) neutralised the concept of 
"northern literature" by making "the North" refer now to the 
whole of the northern hemisphere. 
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